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Student Chart 3A: Idiomatic Expressions  
 
Follow along with your teacher to learn about idiomatic expressions in English. 
Idiomatic expressions are phrases where the words put together have a meaning 
that is different from the meanings of each word.  
 
For the first idiomatic expression: 
 

• First, write the definition of each word.  
• Then write the definition of the phrase you get when you put the words 

together. This is the literal meaning.   
• Finally, add the real or actual meaning of the idiom.  

 
For the other idioms, just write the real or actual meaning of the idiom. 
 

Idiomatic Expressions 

take a wife 

take  

wife  

take a wife  
(literal meaning) 
 

 
 

take a wife 
(actual meaning) 
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rule with an iron fist 

rule with an iron 
fist 
(actual meaning) 

 

with all her heart 

with all her heart 
(actual meaning) 
 

 

 
Student Chart 3B: Vocabulary  
 
Follow along with your teacher to learn two new words from the story. Then work 
with a partner to write what the word means (its definition). Finally, write an 
example sentence. 
 

Vocabulary from Cinderella 

Word Definition (what it means) 

mysterious 
misterioso 
 

 

The prince thought about the mysterious princess. 

Example Sentence: 
_________________________  is mysterious because ___________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________. 

Word Definition (what it means) 

astonished 
asombro 
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To everyone’s astonishment, the princess was really Cinderella. 

Example Sentence: 
I felt astonishment when ___________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________. 
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Student Chart 3C: First Reading  
 
Listen to your teacher and answer the questions. When your teacher tells you 
about a new word, check it off in your glossary. 
 
Glossary 
 
WORD/PHRASE DEFINITION PAGE  
chat talk with someone 21  
close friends good friends 21  
with ease with no difficulty 21  
startled surprised 23  
beneath under 24  
elegant fancy 24  
hold it close hold something near to you 24  
scurry away run away 24  
sparkling having little flashes of light 24  
beside themselves extremely excited 25  
cushion pillow 25  
kingdom the country that is ruled by a king or queen 25  
try on put on clothes or shoes to see if they fit 25  
wonder want to know something 25  
whisper say something in a quiet voice 26  
with no luck something didn’t work 26  
without success something didn’t work 26  
perfectly without any trouble 27  
faint pass out 28  
forgive stop being angry at someone 30  
live happily ever after a phrase that is often used to end stories 30  
overcome with joy very happy 30  
suitable proper or right for someone 30  
terribly very 30  
with pride something that makes you feel very valuable 30  
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Student Chart 3D: Second Reading  
 
Work with a partner to answer the questions about the book. 
 

Page 20-23 Questions 

1. Compare and contrast Cinderella’s experience the first night at the ball and her 

experience the second night at the ball. State two things that were the same and two 

things that were different. 

One thing that was the same was _______________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________. 

Another thing that was the same was ____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________. 

One thing that was different was _______________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________. 

Another thing that was different was ____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________. 

 
 

Page 24-26 Questions 

2. Explain how the prince was going to discover who the mysterious princess was. 

The prince ___________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________. 
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Page 27-30 Questions 

3. The story of Cinderella is a fairy tale, and like most fairy tales it ends with the phrase 

“everyone lived happily ever after.”  What do we learn about the different characters 

from the story that makes this claim true? 

We learn that the prince is happy, because _______________________________________. 

We learn that the stepsisters are happy, because ___________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________. 

Cinderella’s father is happy, because ____________________________________________. 

Cinderella’s stepmother is happy, because _______________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________. 

And Cinderella is happy, because ______________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________. 

4. What lesson does the story of Cinderella teach the reader? 

It teaches the reader __________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________. 

 


